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WEEK 15 

 What are the first three prime numbers?

  

 Liam and his dad are repairing the railing 
on their deck. They put up eight supports 
with 4 feet between each one. If the first 
support is at one corner of the deck and 
the eighth support is at the other corner, 
how long is the side?

4

5

 93 12  – 72 14  = 

9 7,000
– 3,529

 List all the factors of 28.

1

2

3

 What is the largest number you can make 
with the digits 0, 2, 8, and 9?

 The highway patrol officer’s radar clocked 
cars traveling at 75 mph, 65 mph, 64 mph, 
and 70 mph. What was the average 
speed?

4

5

 2,804 + 9,782 = 

18,706
+ 3,897

 If you place six equilateral triangles side 
by side so that two sides of every triangle 
touch one of the other triangles, which 
shape will you form? Draw the shape.

 pentagon

 hexagon

 octagon

1

2

3

DAY  1

DAY  2
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 Is a circle a polygon?

 yes   no

 Mark solved 18 out of 20 problems 
correctly on his math quiz. What 
percent of the problems were correct?

Show your work.

4

5

 3 12  ÷ 7 = 

75 8,605

 Which is greater?

 66 x 6  94 x 4

1

2

23

 How many ounces are in 4 pounds?

 An inchworm crawling up a branch 
climbed 100 centimeters the first hour, 
90 centimeters the second hour, and 
80 centimeters the third hour. At this 
rate, how many centimeters will it have 
climbed after 5 hours?

4

5

 189.45 x 8.6 =  

3
4

12
16

x 1
8 x 2

16

 Write the correct symbol in the circle.

0.06 0.018

0.13 0.312

1

2

3

DAY  3

DAY  4
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WEEK 15 DAY  5

 1. Choose three different digits from 1 to 9.     

Use the digits to make the largest and smallest numbers you can.  

Subtract the smallest number  
from the largest number.

Copy the difference.  
Then reverse its digits and add.

largest number difference

– smallest number + difference reversed

difference sum

 2. Repeat the steps above using  
three other digits.

– +

 3. Try it with four different digits.

– +

How did the sum change, using four digits instead of three?

 4. Will the same thing happen using five digits?   yes   no

Try it!

– +
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